THINK

COLLABORATE

CONNECT

simplifying small group communication
Nexus helps me to:

Visually form and organize my thoughts into ideas.

“Nexus provides a greener solution for arranging my thoughts and ideas. It replaces my chart pad with a reusable markerboard, so I end up using less paper while saving money and the environment.”
Nexus allows us to:

**COLLABORATE**

Work as a team with a common purpose and shared outcome.

“Our break-out teams usually create a variety of ideas and it can take us a lot of time setting up to share these with the larger group. Nexus simplifies our efforts when we get together, so we have more time to focus on our discussion topics.”
Nexus lets me:

CONNEC

Unite and combine my ideas together with the group.

“When my design team meets with the finance group, we always have trouble getting our messages across. Nexus helps both groups to visually connect, so we come away from meetings with a common understanding.”
Nexus communication products create an interconnected environment that synchronizes with your existing processes to help small groups work together more efficiently. No matter your communication needs – idea generation, training, creative development, teaching, presenting, and more – Nexus provides simple, yet flexible workspaces that encourage freer thinking, active participation, and a more effective collaborative culture.
Nexus allows you to:

**MAKE YOUR MARK**

Designed to work together, the Nexus product family enables a more collaborative experience for your small group interactions.

Starting with the intuitive and ultra portable Tablet markerboards, you can coordinate your thoughts, interact with others, contribute to the discussion, and communicate with the team – working the way you want – via design features that connect Nexus products together for flexible “we” spaces that enable both informal discussions and larger group presentations. From here, the sky’s the limit for the possible interactive opportunities and collaborative workspaces available with Nexus.
X-Pegs
NEX006XP
A flexible, low-profile Tablet display system that accommodates a variety of wall-mounting options

Caddy
NEX201TC
An all-in-one mobile cart that stores and transports up to six Tablets and is also able to function together with a Tablet to create a markerboard easel

Easel
NEX203ME
A mobile, double-sided markerboard display stand that provides a flexible 4’ x 3’ writing area plus expandable work space for Tablets

IdeaWall
NEX206MW
A mobile display panel with an extra large 4’ x 6’ double-sided markerboard work surface and expandable presentation space for Tablets

Connectable – Tablets easily attach to other Nexus products (Caddy, Easel, IdeaWall) for added work space and more versatility

Angled foot design – allows units to be grouped together for a coordinated collaboration environment

Double-sided dry erase marker surfaces – more durable, reusable and greener solution than traditional chart pads

Accent panel – four standard décor colors available, as well as a fifth option of customizing the accent panel’s color, texture, graphics or the addition of logos
Nexus creates a culture that supports collaboration, allowing you to find new ways to share and build knowledge while empowering individuals within the small group dynamic.

www.NexusByGhent.com